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ABSTRACT
Pulsars traveling at supersonic speeds are often accompanied by cometary bow shocks seen in Hα. We
report on the first detection of a pulsar bow shock in the far-ultraviolet (FUV). We detected it in FUV
images of the nearest millisecond pulsar J0437−4715 obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope. The
images reveal a bow-like structure positionally coincident with part of the previously detected Hα bow
shock, with an apex at 10′′ ahead of the moving pulsar. Its FUV luminosity, L(1250−2000 A˚) ≈ 5×1028
erg s−1, exceeds the Hα luminosity from the same area by a factor of 10. The FUV emission could
be produced by the shocked ISM matter or, less likely, by relativistic pulsar wind electrons confined
by strong magnetic field fluctuations in the bow shock. In addition, in the FUV images we found a
puzzling extended (' 3′′ in size) structure overlapping with the limb of the bow shock. If related to
the bow shock, it could be produced by an inhomogeneity in the ambient medium or an instability
in the bow shock. We also report on a previously undetected X-ray emission extending for about 5′′
ahead of the pulsar, possibly a pulsar wind nebula created by shocked pulsar wind, with a luminosity
L(0.5− 8 keV) ∼ 3× 1028 erg s−1.
Keywords: pulsars: individual (PSR J0437−4715) — shock waves — ISM: jets and outflows — ultra-
violet: ISM — X-rays: individual (PWN J0437−4715)
1. INTRODUCTION
Rotation powered pulsars are known to be sources of
magnetized relativistic winds whose interaction with the
ambient medium produces spectacular pulsar wind neb-
ulae (PWNe), observable from the radio to TeV γ-rays
(Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2008; Gaensler & Slane 2006; Kar-
galtsev et al. 2013). When a pulsar is moving through
the interstellar medium (ISM) with a speed exceeding
the ISM sound speed, a cometary bow shock is expected
to form. In the hydrodynamical approximation (see,
e.g., Bucciantini & Bandiera 2001) the pulsar wind is
confined to the interior of the contact discontinuity sur-
face, which separates the shocked ISM from the shocked
† Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope, obtained at the Space Telescope Science In-
stitute, which is operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS
5-26555. These observations are associated with programs GO
12917 and GO 10568.
rangelov13@gwu.edu
pulsar wind, while the shocked ISM is confined between
the forward shock and contact discontinuity surfaces.
The highly relativistic pulsar wind bulk flow experiences
a termination shock, where the flow speed drops below
the sound speed in the outflow. In the idealized case
of initially isotropic wind the termination shock has a
bullet shape (see, e.g., Figure 9 in Gaensler et al. 2004,
and Figures 1 and 2 in Bucciantini et al. 2005). In real-
ity, pulsar winds can be highly anisotropic, with a polar
component along the pulsar spin axis and an equato-
rial component, as demonstrated by X-ray observations
of PWNe created by young pulsars (see Kargaltsev &
Pavlov 2008 for a review). Therefore, the shape of the
shocks and the nebula appearance may depend on the
angle between the velocity vector and the spin axis of
the pulsar (Vigelius et al. 2007). In addition, inhomo-
geneities in the ambient medium (Vigelius et al. 2007)
and ISM entrainment (Morlino et al. 2015) can affect
the nebula shape and properties.
The ISM matter is compressed and heated while pass-
ing through the forward shock, which can lead to exci-
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tation of ISM atoms followed by radiative de-excitation
in the shocked ISM. Unless the local ISM ahead of the
moving pulsar is strongly ionized, one can expect strong
emission in Lyman and Balmer lines caused by colli-
sional excitation of most abundant hydrogen atoms by
fast ions and electrons in the shocked gas and by elec-
tron transfer from neutral hydrogen atoms to protons.
Since emission in Lyman lines is strongly absorbed in
the ISM and the Earth atmosphere, bow shocks can be
most easily detected in Hα, the strongest of the Balmer
lines.
To date the bow-shaped Hα nebulae have been de-
tected around 9 pulsars (see Table 1 in Brownsberger
& Romani 2014; BR14 hereafter). In addition, about
two dozen pulsars exhibit elongated or tail-like PWN
morphologies in X-rays and radio (Kargaltsev & Pavlov
2008), commonly attributed to synchrotron radiation
from shocked pulsar winds. However, bow shocks, ex-
pected for such pulsars, were detected in Hα from only a
few of them (PSRs B1957+20, J2124−3358 and, possi-
bly, B1951+32). A possible explanation for the scarcity
of such “hybrid” bow shocks is a high degree of ioniza-
tion of the ambient medium, which might be caused, in
some cases, by pre-ionization of the ISM by radiation
from the pulsar and/or the X-ray PWN.
One of the first Hα pulsar bow shocks was detected
by Bell et al. (1993)1 ahead of the millisecond (recy-
cled) pulsar J0437–4715 (J0437 hereafter). J0437 is
a 5.8 ms pulsar with spindown energy loss rate E˙ =
2.9× 1033I45 erg s−1 (corrected for Shklovskii effect; I45
is the neutron star moment of inertia in units of 1045 g
cm2). The pulsar is in a wide binary system (Pbin = 5.74
d, companion separation a = 1.1×1012 cm) with a nearly
circular orbit inclined by an angle of 138◦ to the sky
plane. The binary companion is a cool (T ≈ 4000 K)
white dwarf (WD) (see Durant et al. 2012 and refer-
ences therein). The pulsar and WD masses are MPSR =
(1.44± 0.07)M and MWD = (0.224± 0.007)M (Rear-
don et al. 2016). J0437 is the closest known pulsar,
d = 156.79 ± 0.25 pc, with an accurately measured
proper motion, µα cos δ = 121.439 ± 0.002 mas yr−1,
µδ = −71.475 ± 0.002 mas yr−1, corresponding to the
transverse velocity v⊥ = 104.14± 0.17 km s−1 (Reardon
et al. 2016). Durant et al. (2012) reported the results
of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of the
pulsar in far-UV (FUV) and near-UV (NUV), and an-
alyzed the pulsar plus WD spectrum from mid-infrared
to X-rays and γ-rays.
A sharp image of the J0437 Hα bow shock was ob-
1 The bow shock was actually detected in the R band that
includes the Hα wavelength, λHα = 6563 A˚.
tained by Andrew Fruchter in 19952 with the CTIO
0.9 m telescope (A. Fruchter, priv. comm.). The image
clearly shows a symmetric bow shock structure with the
standoff distance of about 10′′ (2.3 × 1016 cm) between
the J0437 binary and the leading edge (apex) of the bow
shock. Bell et al. (1995) observed the Hα bow shock
with the 2.3 m ANU telescope. They measured the Hα
photon flux, FHα = 2.5× 10−3 cm−2 s−1, and estimated
the pre-shock number density, n0 ∼ 0.2 cm−3. BR14 ob-
served the J0437 Hα bow shock with the Optical Imager
on the CTIO 4.2 m SOAR telescope. They measured a
factor of 3–4 higher flux, FHα = 6.7 × 10−3 cm−2 s−1
from an apex zone of the bow shock. The flux difference
can be partly (but likely not entirely) due to the differ-
ent bow shock areas used in the analysis. Zavlin et al.
(2002) searched for an X-ray PWN around J0437 in the
Chandra X-ray Observatory (Chandra) images but did
not find it.
In this paper we report on our discovery of a FUV
bow shock ahead of J0437. We present an analysis of
FUV broadband photometry and prism spectroscopy of
the bow shock and place constraints on the shape of
its spectrum based on our dedicated HST program and
archival HST data. We also use archival Chandra data
to perform a new search for extended X-ray emission
around J0437.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Hubble Space Telescope
FUV observations of the J0437 field were carried out
in two HST programs. First program (GO 10568) was
devoted to studying the spectrum of the pulsar and WD
emission. It involved observations with the High Reso-
lution Camera (HRC), Wide Field Camera (WFC) and
Solar Blind Channel (SBC) of the Advanced Camera
for Surveys (ACS) with the F140LP (FUV), F300W
(≈ U), and F555W (≈ V) filters, and PR130L (FUV)
and PR200L (NUV) prisms. The second program (GO
12917) was dedicated to bow shock imaging and pho-
tometry in FUV (F115LP, F125LP, F140LP) and Hα
(F658N) with the ACS SBC and WFC, respectively.
The images from both campaigns were drizzled with the
AstroDrizzle package from PyRAF3. Additionally, we
used two archival images, F555W (≈ V) and F814W
(≈ I), obtained with the Wide Filed Planetary Camera
2 (WFPC2; GO 6642, PI Foster). We downloaded the
WFPC2 data from the Hubble Legacy Archive4 (HLA).
2 The image with some comments can be found at http://www.
stsci.edu/~fruchter/nebula/.
3 See http://www.stsci.edu/institute/software_hardware/
pyraf.
4 See http://hla.stsci.edu/.
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Figure 1. Top left panel shows an Hα image taken with the SOAR telescope (BR14), smoothed with 5 pixel Gaussian kernel;
the region within the white contour was used for the photometric FUV bow shock analysis. Top right panel shows a Chandra
ACIS-S3 image (0.′′49 pixel size, Gaussian smoothing with r = 1.′′47 kernel applied). The green contours delineate the source and
background extraction regions used for the extended emission analysis (the source region is the smaller annulus sector around
the pulsar, with rin = 1.
′′87 and rout = 4.′′68; the background was measured from the rest of the annulus; see Section 3.2). The
FUV extraction region is within the white contour. The other four panels show FUV images (0.′′031 pixel size, smoothed with
r = 0.′′155 Gaussian kernel) from different observations and/or exposures. The nonuniform background due to thermal glow is
prominent in all the four FUV images. The extended “blob” (see Section 3.1 for details) is seen in the mid-left panel. Hα bow
shock contours (based on the SOAR image) are shown in the mid-right panel. The regions used for the FUV flux measurements
in F125LP and F140LP images from the 2013 observations (see Section 3.3.1) are shown in the bottom left panel. The bottom
right panel shows the dispersed PR130L image. All the images, except for the SOAR one, show the same part of the sky, and
represent individual observations, with the exception of F140LP from 2013, which are merged images from the two 2013 visits
performed within two subsequent days (see Table 1). North is up, East to the left.
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For each filter, the HLA combines the individual flat-
fielded exposures using the PyRAF Multidrizzle task,
which produces co-aligned, geometrically corrected im-
ages. More details about individual observations can be
found in Table 1.
Table 1. HST observations of the J0437 field.
Date Instrument PI Filter Exp. (s)
1996-05-19‡ WFPC2 Foster F555W 560
1996-05-19‡ WFPC2 Foster F814W 560
2005-12-10> ACS/SBC Kargaltsev F140LP 2550
2005-12-10> ACS/SBC Kargaltsev PR130L 4800
2006-04-30‡ ACS/HRC Kargaltsev PR200L 2637
2006-04-30‡ ACS/HRC Kargaltsev PR200L 2396
2006-04-30‡ ACS/HRC Kargaltsev PR200L 2580
2006-04-30‡ ACS/HRC Kargaltsev F300W 360
2006-04-30‡ ACS/HRC Kargaltsev F555W 200
2006-05-01ᵀ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev F140LP 1700
2006-05-01ᵀ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev F140LP 2550
2006-05-01♦ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev PR130L 4800
2006-05-01♦ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev PR130L 3200
2006-05-02♦ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev PR130L 1600
2006-05-02ᵀ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev F140LP 2550
2006-05-02♦ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev PR130L 4800
2006-05-02ᵀ ACS/SBC Kargaltsev F140LP 850
2013-01-20† ACS/WFC Durant F658N 1997
2013-08-01‡ ACS/SBC Durant F115LP 4800
2013-08-01† ACS/SBC Durant F140LP 2198
2013-08-02† ACS/SBC Durant F125LP 4800
2013-08-02† ACS/SBC Durant F140LP 2198
† Imaging observations analyzed in this paper where the bow shock is
detected.
‡Observations where the bow shock is not detected.
>Observations where the bow shock strongly overlaps with the ther-
mal glow. These data were not used in our analysis.
ᵀThe F140LP images where only a small portion of the bow shock is
detected at the corner of the CCD. These data were only used in
our prism analysis.
♦Spectroscopic PR130L observations analysed in Section 3.3.2.
The SBC detector, a Multi-Anode Microchannel Ar-
ray (MAMA) type device sensitive in the 1100 A˚ to
2000 A˚ range, was the primary instrument in both 2006
and 2013 FUV imaging observations. The details of the
spectroscopic 2006 observations and the spectral analy-
sis of the pulsar itself are given by Durant et al. (2012).
To calibrate the wavelength of dispersed light, direct im-
ages (without the dispersing element) with the F140LP
filter have been taken in addition to slitless spectro-
scopic exposures with the PR130L prism. The F140LP
(λ ≈ 1350–2000 A˚) filter cuts off all prominent back-
ground geocoronal lines. The observations with the
PR130L (λ ≈ 1230–2000 A˚), which provides a modest
spectral resolution, were taken in the Earth’s shadow to
reduce the geocoronal background. The 2006 observa-
tions also include HRC NUV imaging and spectroscopy
with F300W and PR200L, respectively (see Durant et
al. 2012 for details).
In the 2006 campaign, for the majority of the expo-
sures, the telescope was oriented to keep the pulsar away
from the region of enhanced SBC thermal glow5. As a
result, the bow shock (which, at that time, was not ex-
pected to be seen in FUV) was outside the SBC field of
view, except for a small part imaged in the detector cor-
ner. In one of the visits during the 2006 campaign the
observatory experienced loss of guiding stars and simul-
taneous increase of the detector background. Although
most of the data from that visit were lost, the very first
F140LP image of that visit (see Figure 1, middle left
panel) happened to be good, with the telescope being
oriented in such a way that most of the bow shock was
imaged in the region of low detector background.
In the 2013 campaign the bow shock was intention-
ally placed outside the region of brightest SBC glow (see
Figure 1, middle right and bottom left panels). The ob-
servations with the F115LP (1150–2000 A˚) and F125LP
(1250–2000 A˚) filters were taken in the Earth shadow
to reduce the geocoronal background, while the F140LP
filter was used in the non-shadow parts of the respec-
tive orbits. A shorter WFC observation used the Hα
filter (F658N). Unfortunately, because of a very bright
geocoronal Ly-α background (despite being in the Earth
shadow), we had to discard the F115LP image from fur-
ther analysis.
2.2. Chandra X-ray Observatory
For the J0437 PWN search, we used archival obser-
vations with the ACIS detector, which is more sensitive
than the HRC detector and provides spectral informa-
tion. There are 9 ACIS observations of J0437 in the
Chandra archive. In the earliest observation (ObsID
741, PI Pavlov, the results are reported by Zavlin et al.
2002) the target was offset by 3.′9 from the optical axis
to mitigate the pile-up effect, which considerably dis-
torted the Point Spread Function (PSF) and strongly
complicated the search for a compact PWN. The other
8 observations were carried out by the Chandra ACIS
5 The glow is strongly dependent on the detector temperature,
and its contribution to the detector background can range from
negligible to dominating for the central region of the detector.
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instrument team for calibration purposes. Four of those
observations were taken at roll angles too close to 215◦
or 35◦, at which the so-called ACIS trailed image (also
known as “readout streak”)6 of the bright pulsar coin-
cides with the pulsar’s sky trajectory and can mimic the
expected PWN tail behind the pulsar and/or contribute
to the PWN head image. Among the remaining four,
one observation had a very large, nonstandard frame
time of 6 s (hence the pulsar image was strongly dis-
torted by pileup) and another one had a short exposure
of 7.8 ks. Therefore, we selected two of the calibration
observations, ObsIDs 6154 and 6155 (22.8 and 24.8 ks
exposures, 283◦ and 271◦ roll angles, respectively) for
the PWN search. The data were taken on 2005 Febru-
ary 18 (ObsID 6154) and 2005 March 03 (ObsID 6155)
in Very Faint telemetry format. In both observations the
target was placed 0.′15 from the optical axis on ACIS-
S3 chip, other ACIS chips were not activated. In Ob-
sID 6154 a 101 pixels (49.′′7) subarray was used (frame
time 0.4 s), while the whole chip was read out in Ob-
sID 6155 (frame time 3 s). We processed the data us-
ing the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations
(CIAO7) software (ver. 4.6) and CXO Calibration Data
Base (CALDB ver. 4.5.9).
3. RESULTS
3.1. UV and optical images
The FUV F140LP and F125LP images in Figure 1
clearly reveal a bent extended structure ahead of the
pulsar. Its apex distance, ≈ 10′′ (2.3 × 1016 cm), and
shape are very similar to those of the Hα bow shock.
To compare the FUV and Hα structures, we plotted Hα
surface brightness contours, within which the brighter
part of the Hα bow shock is confined in the middle-
right panel of Figure 1 (the selected contour represents
the level for which the Hα bow shock is not broken down
into individual parts). Since the Hα bow shock is only
marginally detected in our 2013 ACS/WFC F658N im-
age (Figure 2), we used an archival SOAR image ob-
tained on 2012 March 21 (see top left panel of Figure 1)
to produce the Hα contours. Because the FUV struc-
ture very closely follows the Hα structure, we conclude
that it is an FUV counterpart of the Hα bow shock.
The apparent thickness of the FUV bow shock at its
apex is about 2′′, somewhat smaller than that of the
Hα bow shock (but it depends on image depth). The
FUV shock is also seen in the (dispersed) SBC PR130L
image of 2006 (see bottom right panel of Figure 1), but
no shock is detected in the HRC PR200L image, nor in
6 See http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/chap6.
html#tth_sEc6.12.1.
7 See http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/index.html.
Figure 2. ACS/WFC F658N image with median smoothing
(within r = 0.′′75) applied. The FUV “’blob” (see Figure 1,
mid-left panel) is within the r = 1.′′6 white circle. The pulsar
position is shown by the cross.
the short HRC observations taken with the F300W and
F555W filters in the same 2006 campaign.
In addition to the FUV bow shock, the F140LP im-
age from the 2006 May 1 observation reveals a “blob”
of ≈3′′ size, overlapping with the bow shock limb (mid-
left panel of Figure 1). The blob, centered at R.A.=
4h37m16.s94, Decl.= −47◦15′02.′′0, is clearly resolved but
appears to be amorphous, with no clear structure. It is
out of the SBC fields of view in the FUV images of
2013, but it is marginally detected in the 2013 WFC
Hα image (Figure 2). The ratios of the surface bright-
ness of the blob to that of the bow shock are ≈2.5 and
≈1.5 in the F140LP and Hα images, respectively. In-
terestingly, while the bow shock was not detected in
the 2006 HRC/PR200L data, the brighter UV blob
was. This proves that the blob is not an artifact of
the SBC detector. Furthermore, the blob is not seen
in the previous high-resolution Hα images (e.g., in the
image by BR14), which suggest its variability. Some of
the archival optical/UV images (WFPC2 F555W and
F814W, ACS/HRC F300W and F555W; see Table 1 for
observation dates) show a faint point source near the
eastern boundary of the F140LP blob but no trace of ex-
tended emission. It remains unclear whether the point
source is physically connected with the blob or it is just
a projection effect.
3.2. Chandra images and spectrum
The inspection of the combined Chandra ACIS-S im-
age (shown in Figure 1, top-right panel) reveals a faint
diffuse X-ray emission extending up to about 5′′ south-
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east of J0437 (i.e., in the direction of pulsar’s proper
motion). For a conservative estimate of the detec-
tion significance, we extracted the source and back-
ground counts from the smaller and larger sectors of the
1.′′87 < r < 4.′′68 annulus around the pulsar position,
shown by green lines in the top right panel of Figure 1.
We found 44±7 background-subtracted counts (110 and
230 in the source and background areas, respectively) in
the area of 13.1 arcsec2 of the smaller sector, i.e., the
extended emission (presumably an X-ray PWN) is de-
tected with a > 6σ significance. Zavlin et al. (2002)
could not detect such a small, faint nebula in their 25
ks ACIS-S observation of 2000 May 29 (ObsID 741) be-
cause of strong PSF degradation at the 3.′9 off-axis tar-
get position (see Section 2.2), while the 20 ks HRC-I
observation (2000 February 13; ObsID 742), also ana-
lyzed by these authors, was not deep enough for PWN
detection.
We fit the spectrum of the detected extended emis-
sion with the absorbed power-law (PL) model with fixed
NH = 7× 1019 cm−2 (this value was determined by Za-
vlin et al. 2002 from fits of the X-ray pulsar spectrum).
The fit yields the photon index Γ = 1.8 ± 0.4 and ab-
sorbed flux F0.5−8 keV = (1.0±0.2)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2,
which corresponds to luminosity L0.5−8 keV ≈ 3 ×
1028 erg s−1 (at the distance of J0437).
3.3. Spectral analysis of the FUV data
We use two independent measurements to constrain
the FUV spectrum for the J0437 bow shock: (1) the
F140LP and F125LP imaging photometry obtained in
the 2013 program; and (2) the PR130L slitless spec-
troscopy from the 2006 program. For each of the two
measurements we test two spectral models. First model
is a simple PL continuum. It would be directly applica-
ble to synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons
with a PL spectral energy distribution, and it could
crudely characterize the slope of a more complicated
spectrum. Second model is an FUV spectrum (spectral
lines plus continuum) emitted from ISM matter com-
pressed and heated in the forward shock region. Limited
by the data quality, we have to assume that the spec-
trum does not vary throughout the observed bow shock
region.
3.3.1. F125LP and F140LP photometric data
We selected the same source and background extrac-
tion regions for the F125LP and F140LP images (shown
in Figure 1, middle-right and bottom-left panels, respec-
tively). One of the two background regions was selected
outside the bow shock to avoid the bow shock emission
inside the bow. However, the background from this re-
gion (hereafter, 1-sided background) may be lower than
the background at the bow shock location because of the
nonuniform thermal glow contribution. Therefore, we
also selected another background region inside the bow
shock and used the “inside + outside” region for an al-
ternative background estimate (hereafter, 2-sided back-
ground), which may somewhat exceed the true back-
ground because it includes a contribution from the shock
emission.
Table 2. Photometric data results
Filter As Ab Cs Cb
arcsec2 arcsec2 cnts s−1 cnts s−1
F125LPa 32.2 29.4 1.33± 0.04 2.15± 0.02
F125LPb 32.2 61.8 0.92± 0.03 5.32± 0.03
F140LPa 32.2 29.4 0.82± 0.03 1.06± 0.02
F140LPb 32.2 61.8 0.56± 0.02 2.75± 0.03
aFor 1-sided background (from the“outer” region only).
bFor 2-sided background (from both the “inner” and “outer” re-
gions); Ab is the combined area of the two background regions.
The net source count rate for each background choice
is calculated as Cs = Ct − Cb(As/Ab), where Ct is the
total count rate in the source region of area As, and
Cb is the background count rate in the region of area
Ab. Correspondingly, the source count rate uncertainty
is δCs =
[
Ct + Cb(As/Ab)
2
]1/2
t
−1/2
exp , where texp is the
exposure time. The F125LP and F140LP count rates
and their uncertainties for two background choices are
given in Table 2. The source count rates estimated with
the 1-sided background exceed those estimated with the
2-sided background by a factor of about 1.45, but the ra-
tio of the source count rates, CF125/CF140 = 1.62± 0.08
and 1.64± 0.08, is virtually the same for the two back-
ground choices. Since the throughputs of the two filters
coincide at λ & 1400 A˚ (see Figure 3), the fact that
CF125/CF140 > 1 means that both the 1250–1400 A˚ and
1400–2000 A˚ wavelength bands are contributing to the
FUV bow shock radiation, i.e., the FUV emission is not
concentrated in one spectral line. Below we will use
the measured count rates to constrain the bow-shock
FUV spectrum, with the aid of the PyRAF package
PySYNPHOT.
For the absorbed PL model, we simulate the count
rates CF125 and CF140 as functions of slope α of the PL
spectrum, fλ = fλ0(λ/λ0)
α, for three reddening values,
E(B−V ) = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, in a plausible reddening
range. Then we compare the simulated count rate ratio
(which does not depend on PL normalization) with the
measured one, which allows us to determine the best-fit
slope and its uncertainties for a given reddening (see Fig-
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Figure 3. SBC F125LP (solid line) and F140LP (dashed
line) throughputs.
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Figure 4. The ratio of the net count rates in the two filters
(F125LP and F140LP) as a function of PL slope α (Fλ ∝ λα)
for three different values of reddening, E(B−V ) = 0.01, 0.05
and 0.1. The horizontal lines mark the measured value of the
ratio of the net count rates and its uncertainties (for the 2-
sided background; see Section 3.3.1 for details). The vertical
lines show the range of allowed slopes for 0.01 < E(B−V ) <
0.1.
ure 4). We found that the best-fit fλ slope is nearly flat,
α ≈ 0, corresponding to flux densities, fλ0 , of (1.58 ±
0.05)×10−17 and (1.52±0.05)×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1
(in the F125LP and F140LP filters, respectively), but
the uncertainties of the spectral slope are large. For
instance, α = 0.1 ± 0.9 and α = 0.2 ± 0.7 for the
2-sided and 1-sided background, respectively, at the
most plausible E(B − V ) = 0.05 (Durant et al. 2012).
Based on this model, we calculate the absorbed model
fluxes in the F125LP and F140LP wavelength ranges
(which only weakly depend on the assumed reddening):
F (1250–2000 A˚) = (1.18±0.04)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 and
F (1350–2000 A˚) = (1.03±0.04)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2, for
the 2-sided background. They correspond to luminosi-
ties L ≈ 5.0× 1028 and 4.3× 1028 erg s−1, respectively.
We should note that the quoted flux uncertainties are
statistical ones; systematic uncertainties are substan-
tially larger. In particular, all the fluxes and luminosi-
ties would be a factor of 1.45 larger if we use the 1-sided
background. We also stress that these fluxes and lumi-
nosities are for the image area of 32.2 arcsec2, which is
likely a small fraction of the entire FUV bow shock area,
so the full fluxes/luminosities can be higher.
The estimated FUV fluxes and luminosities are larger
than the Hα ones from the same region of the bow shock.
A crude estimate from our shallow HST Hα image (Fig-
ure 2) gives the photon flux FHα ∼ 0.4×10−3 cm−2 s−1
in the FUV extraction region (the value strongly de-
pends on background region choice). Alternatively, the
Hα flux can be estimated by scaling the BR14 flux,
6.7×10−3 cm−2 s−1, measured in the larger “apex zone”,
using the ratio (' 13) of source counts in the apex
zone to that in the FUV extraction region projected
onto the SOAR image. This gives FHα ≈ 0.5 × 10−3
cm−2 s−1, slightly higher than (but within the uncer-
tainties of) the flux estimated from the HST Hα im-
age. The latter photon flux value, which we consider
more reliable, corresponds to the energy flux FHα =
1.5×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, a factor of 8 (11) lower than the
absorbed (unabsorbed) flux in the 1250–2000 A˚ range.
We can also use the PL model to estimate the flux
of the blob detected in the F140LP image. Assuming
a flat fλ spectrum, we obtain Fblob(1350 − 2000 A˚) =
(0.66±0.03)×10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 (observed flux), which
corresponds to the luminosity Lblob ∼ 2× 1028 erg s−1.
It is larger than the blob’s flux/luminosity in the F658N
Hα filter by a factor of about 15 (this factor depends on
choice of the background region).
The other model we use to compare with the ob-
served FUV bow shock properties is the emission spec-
trum from shocked ISM matter, compressed and heated
while passing through the shock. Numerical models of
collisionless shocks and their emission have been devel-
oped by many authors (see, e.g., the review by Bykov et
al. 2013 for references). However, as we are not aware
of bow shock FUV emission models in the regime ap-
propriate for J0437, we have to use models for a plane
shock. For model calculations, we use the SHELLS code
described in Section 5 of the Bykov et al. (2013) review.
This code allows one to calculate radiation spectra (con-
tinuum and lines) of one-dimensional shocked flows in
the far-infrared−FUV range, simultaneously with the
upstream and downstream flow structure for a collision-
less shock moving with a vs = 80–400 km s
−1 veloc-
ity through the ISM of an n0 = 0.1–25 cm
−3 upstream
number density (n0 = ρ/µimH , where ρ is the mass
density, and µi is the mean atomic mass of ions). The
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Figure 5. Model FUV spectrum emitted from 1 cm2 of the
plane shock with vs = 110 km s
−1, n0 = 0.2 cm−3. Some of
the lines are labeled.
model accounts for radiative cooling and heating, non-
equilibrium photoionization and recombination, various
emission mechanism (bound-bound, free-bound, free-
free, and two-photon transitions), radiation transfer,
and magnetic fields.
For the comparison with our observations, we com-
puted a set of SHELLS models for different combinations
of the most important parameters vs and n0, assum-
ing a solar chemical composition (µi = 1.242) and an
upstream (ISM) magnetic field of 3µG perpendicular
to the shock front. An example of the FUV part of
the spectrum, for vs = 110 km s
−1, n0 = 0.2 cm−3, is
shown in Figure 5. For each of these combinations, we
calculated the expected count rate ratios CF125/CF140
with the aid of PySYNPHOT package, for plausible red-
dening E(B − V ), and compared them to the observed
ratio, similarly to the absorbed PL model. The upper
panel of Figure 6 shows that at E(B − V ) = 0.05 the
model count rate ratio becomes smaller than the ob-
served range, CF125/CF140 = 1.54–1.72, for vs & 109–
118 km s−1, depending on preshock density in a plausible
range n0 = 0.1–0.3 cm
−3 (see Section 4).
Another model parameter to compare with observa-
tions is the ratio of the FUV and Hα fluxes. The middle
panel of Figure 6 shows that the ratio of the model en-
ergy fluxes F (1250–2000 A˚)/FHα increases with decreas-
ing vs and becomes larger than the observed flux ratio,
≈ 8–15 (corrected for extinction E(B − V ) = 0.05), at
vs . 97–106 km s−1, depending on n0. Thus, compar-
ing the flux ratios in 3 filters, we constrain the shock
speed: 97 . vs . 118 km s−1, at 0.1 ≤ n0 ≤ 0.3 cm−3
(100 . vs . 115 km s−1 at n0 = 0.2 cm−3). We note
that these constraints are derived for the effective plane
shock velocity, which can be lower than the bow-shock
(pulsar) velocity because the velocity component per-
pendicular to the bow shock is lower than the pulsar
Figure 6. Count rate ratio CF125/CF140 for E(B − V ) =
0.05 (top), F (1250-2000 A˚)/FHα ratio (middle; the fluxes
are corrected for extinction) and the model flux emitted
from unit area of plane shock, Fmod(1250-2000 A˚) in units
of 10−5 erg cm−2 s−1, as functions of shock speed vs for
preshock densities 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 cm−3, computed with
the SHELLS code. The dotted horizontal lines in the top and
middle panels show the observational bounds on the corre-
sponding quantities.
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Figure 7. Measured flux density values and upper limits
in the bow shock region (see Figure 1) are shown together
with spectral models. The black dots show the F125LP and
F658N spectral fluxes (the narrower F140LP band is con-
tained within the F125LP one and hence it is not shown for
clarity). The arrows show the 3σ upper limits for the HRC
F330W and F555W observations calculated assuming a flat
Fλ spectrum.. The horizontal black lines represent the fil-
ter widths at the half-maximum. Absorbed flux densities
for the PL (α = 0.1 ± 0.9) and shocked plasma model (for
vs = 110 km s
−1 and n0 = 0.2 cm−3) are plotted as blue and
red lines, respectively. The dot-dashed blue lines represent
the 1σ uncertainty in the PL slope.
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Figure 8. The dispersed PR130L image of the part of the
bow shock with stripe regions used for spectral extraction.
The prism dispersion is in the horizontal direction.
velocity except for the bow-shock apex.
Although the bow shock was not detected in the
F300W and F555W images, it is interesting to com-
pare upper limits at these wavelengths with the spec-
tral models. Due to the apparent non-uniformities8 in
the background, clearly exceeding the statistical fluctua-
tions, we chose to measure the upper limits by sampling9
the background counts from five different regions in the
vicinity of the bow shock. The standard deviation of
these measurements was used as a 1σ upper limit. The
corresponding 3σ upper limits of the flux densities are
4×10−17 and 9×10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1 in the F330W
and F555W images, respectively. Figure 7 shows the
best-fit PL and shocked plasma models together with
the 3σ limits and the FUV and Hα flux density mea-
surements. We see that the optical upper limits are too
high to distinguish between the PL and shocked plasma
models, but the F555W limit favors smaller values of
the PL slope, α . −0.6 in the broad range of α ob-
tained from the FUV data for the PL model (Section
3.3.1).
3.3.2. PR130L prism data
A small part of the FUV bow shock was also detected
with the SBC/PR130L prism (see Figure 1, bottom-
right panel). Even though the SBC prism is designed for
spectroscopy of point sources, we attempted to analyze
the prism data to check if any additional information
about the bow shock spectrum can be obtained.
8 These non-uniformities are particularly strong in the F330W
image which suffers from cosmic ray contamination due to the lack
of dithering or CR splits.
9 The areas of the background regions were equal to that of the
bow shock region used for FUV flux measurements.
Since the bow shock is an extended feature, we had to
stack the data in the cross-dispersion (vertical) direction
before we could fit the spectrum. We shifted the image
data (using 10-pixel-wide stripes; see Figure 8) following
the curvature of the bow shock, and summed the counts
along the vertical direction, to make a one-dimensional
dispersed spectrum. We halted the extraction where
the dispersed image nears the detector edge. Because
the bow shock is resolved in the direct image along
the dispersion (horizontal) direction, the stacked one-
dimensional spectra are relatively broad (significantly
broader than the spectrum of a point source would be).
The observed dispersed spectrum of the bow shock is
thus a convolution of the spatial profile of the bow along
the dispersion direction with the known throughput10
and dispersion of the prism. To fit the observed spec-
trum with a model, we follow a forward-fitting method,
i.e., calculate the dispersed PR130L spectrum (in detec-
tor coordinates) for a point source, convolve it with the
bow shock profile measured from the direct image, and
compare with the observed prism profile.
While stacking multiple spectra (Figure 8) increases
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), it also complicates the
background subtraction. Unlike a point source extrac-
tion, where the background can be estimated in the
immediate vicinity of the source, the background for
each spectral extraction region (stripes in Figure 8)
is slightly different. Moreover, the thermal glow also
changes across different parts of the detector. In addi-
tion, the profile from the direct image (which is used
for the model spectrum convolution) comes from differ-
ent detector coordinates than the profile from the dis-
persed prism image, where the background and ther-
mal glow are different. Finally, any changes in the
bow shock profile or spectrum along the bow shock
are not accounted for in our approach. This compli-
cates the uncertainty estimation of our final results, and
these systematic errors significantly exceed formal sta-
tistical errors obtained during the model fitting. We
explored various background subtraction procedures, in-
cluding a constant background and a polynomial (with
background levels rising across the dispersion direction).
Since in the interior of the bow shock we cannot distin-
guish between the background due to the SBC thermal
glow and the real emission from the bow shock itself,
we decided to adopt a flat background determined from
a region outside of the bow shock. Although the emis-
sion is present throughout the entire sensitivity range of
PR130L (1100−1800 A˚), the dispersed spectrum over-
laps with the thermal glow. Therefore, we restrict our
10 See http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/STECF/isr/
isr0602.pdf
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Figure 9. The left and right panels show the best-fit PL model (α = 0) and collisionless shock emission model (vs = 110 km s
−1,
n0 = 0.2 cm
−3), respectively (see Section 3.3.2 for details).
fitting to the 100−300 pixel range (Figure 9), corre-
sponding to the stripes shown on Figure 8.
We find that under these assumptions the data can be
satisfactory described by PL models with −1 . α . 1
(Figure 9, left panel), which is consistent with the α
values obtained from the observations with broad filters.
Again, as an alternative to the simple PL model, we
also used a model of emission from a collisionless plane
shock (Bykov et al. 2013). Through multiple trials, we
established that the models with strong individual lines
produce too narrow profiles that cannot fit the observed
one. We concluded that models with weak lines, such as
the model with vs = 110 km s
−1, n0 = 0.2 cm−3 (Figure
5), are preferred by the fits (Figure 9, right panel). The
results are not sensitive to the extinction in the E(B −
V ) = 0−0.05 range.
Thus, the poor statistics and smearing due to the ex-
tended nature of the bow shock do not allow us to dis-
criminate between the PL and collisionless shock emis-
sion models in the prism spectra, but at least models in
which emission is dominated by a few individual lines
can be excluded. Sensitive slit spectroscopy or inte-
gral field spectroscopy would be needed to reach further
progress.
4. DISCUSSION
Our FUV observations of J0437 have revealed a struc-
ture whose shape matches closely (within 0.′′5 for the
leading edge) the brighter part of the Hα bow shock
(see Figure 1). This strongly suggests that the FUV
emission is due to the interaction of the pulsar wind
with the ambient ISM and most likely comes from the
shocked ISM matter.
The shocked ISM matter is confined between the for-
ward shock (FS) and the contact discontinuity (CD),
which separates the shocked ISM from the shocked pul-
sar wind. For an isotropic pulsar wind, the distance rfs
from the pulsar to the FS apex is a factor of ≈ 1.3–1.4
larger than the distance rcd to the CD apex, which can
be estimated as
rcd = [E˙/(4piρv
2c)]1/2, (1)
where ρ = nbmH is the ambient mass density, nb the bar-
ion number density, v = v⊥/ sin i the pulsar velocity11,
and i is the angle between the pulsar velocity and the
line of sight (e.g., Bucciantini et al. 2005). For the J0437
bow shock, rfs ≈ 2.3× 1016 cm (10′′ in the image) corre-
sponds to rcd ≈ 1.7 × 1016 cm (7′′–8′′ in the image), in
agreement with the observed bow shock thickness near
apex. Using the approximation by Lattimer & Schutz
(2005), I45 ≈ (MPSR/M)1.5 ≈ 1.7, we estimate the
spin-down power as E˙ ≈ 5.0 × 1033 erg s−1, and obtain
an estimate for the ambient baryon density from Equa-
tion (1): nb ∼ 0.25 sin2 i cm−3, in agreement with the
nH ∼ 0.2 cm−3 estimated from the Hα bow shock flux
(BR14).
From the analysis of the Hα bow shock emission, BR14
derived a high neutral H fraction, ξHI ≈ 0.9, in the
preshock ambient medium, which implies a low degree
of photoionization by UV and soft X-ray photons emit-
ted from the pulsar, its PWN, and the shocked ISM. If
the pulsar were not moving, it would ionize the ambient
medium up to distances much larger than rfs (within
its Stro¨mgren sphere). However, as shown by Blaes et
al. (1995) (see also van Kerkwijk & Kulkarni 2001 and
11 Rigorously speaking, the pulsar velocity relative to the am-
bient medium, ~vpsr = ~v+~vorb, depends on the orbital phase. This
should lead to periodic variations of the bow shock position with
the period Pbin = 5.74 d. The amplitude of these variations de-
pends on the angle between the velocity ~v of the binary system
and the orbital plane. Since this angle is unknown, and the pul-
sar’s orbital velocity, vorb ≈ 19 km s−1, is small compared to the
velocity of the binary, vorb/v < 0.18, we neglect this effect in our
estimates.
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Morlino et al. 2015), the characteristic size r0 of the
photoionized region ahead of a moving source of ioniz-
ing radiation can be estimated as
r0 = (4piv)
−1
∫ ∞
I/h
N˙ph(ν)σph(ν) dν , (2)
where v is the source (pulsar) velocity, I = 13.6 eV is
the hydrogen ionization potential, N˙ph(ν) is the photon
spectrum of ionizing radiation,
σph(ν) =
64pi
3
√
3
αfa
2
BG(ν)
(
I
hν
)3
(3)
is the photoionization cross section, αf is the fine-
structure constant, aB is the Bohr radius, and G(ν)
is the Gaunt factor (G(ν) ≈ 0.8 at hν → I). For
J0437, the main source of ionizing radiation is ther-
mal emission from the neutron star surface. We derive∫∞
I/h
N˙ph(ν)σph(ν) dν = 3.2×1022 cm2 s−1 for the J0437
spectrum, which is well fitted with superposition of three
blackbody components (Durant et al. 2012). This gives
r0 = 2.5×1014 sin i cm, two orders of magnitude smaller
than rfs. Thus, the preshock degree of ionization is es-
sentially the same as in the unperturbed ISM, thanks to
the high pulsar speed.
From our observations we estimated the FUV bow
shock luminosity L(1250−2000 A˚) ≈ 5×1028 erg s−1, a
factor of 10 higher than the Hα luminosity from the same
(small) region of the bow shock. The shape of the FUV
spectrum remains poorly constrained because the imag-
ing observations were done with only two very broad
filters with overlapping passbands, while the prism ob-
servation was not suited for spectroscopy of extended
sources. Our analysis has shown, however, that the lim-
ited data available are consistent with model spectra of
shocked ISM. The ISM matter is compressed, heated,
and partly ionized at the FS front. At a highly super-
sonic pulsar velocity the ions are heated up to Ti ≈
(3/16)(µimp/k)v
2
psr = 2.3× 105µi(vpsr/100 km s−1)2 K,
where µimp is the mean ion mass. Behind the FS front,
the ions’ energy is partly transferred to electrons and the
flow speed decreases. Therefore, at some postshock dis-
tance the plasma temperature and density become high
enough to emit a complex UV-optical spectrum com-
prised of both continuum and line emission.
Using the SHELLS code for plane-parallel shocks, we
found that the observed count rate ratio in two FUV
filters and the ratio of the FUV and Hα fluxes are con-
sistent with the model predictions at reasonable val-
ues of the preshock density and shock velocity (Section
3.3.1), and the model spectrum is consistent with the
observed prism spectrum at the same parameters (Sec-
tion 3.3.2). In addition to comparing the count rate
and flux ratios (see Figure 6), a comparison of the ob-
served shock fluxes with the model fluxes allows us to
estimate the emitting area of the plane shock needed
to provide the observed flux. Since the model flux is
calculated per unit area of the plane shock, the emit-
ting area can be estimated as A = 4pid2(Fobs/Fmod) =
2.9 × 1033(Fobs,−14/Fmod,−5) cm2, where Fobs,−14 and
Fmod,−5 are the observed and model fluxes in units of
10−14 and 10−5 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively. The model
flux in the 1250–2000 A˚ range is shown in the lower
panel of Figure 6 as a function of vs for three n0
values. The flux weakly depends on vs, and it is
approximately proportional to the upstream density,
Fmod,−5(1250 − 2000 A˚) ≈ 2(n0/0.2 cm−3). The ob-
served FUV flux, estimated with PySYNPHOT for the
calculated model spectra, weakly depends on the as-
sumed model. Its characteristic value is Fobs,−14(1250−
2000 A˚) ≈ 1.5, and its uncertainty is mainly due to sys-
tematic errors. Using this estimate, we obtain A ∼
2×1033(n0/0.2 cm−3)−1 cm2. This area corresponds to
the radius R = (A/pi)1/2 ∼ 2.5× 1016(n0/0.2 cm−3)−1/2
cm (angular radius of ∼ 11′′ for n0 = 0.2 cm−3) compa-
rable with the FUV extraction region size perpendicular
to the pulsar’s proper motion direction. We should note,
however, that the size of the downstream FUV emitting
region in the plane shock model, ∼ a few ×1016 cm for
the plausible vs and n0 values, considerably exceeds the
thickness of the observed bow shock, ∼ 5 × 1015 cm,
and even the stand-off distance of the bow shock apex,
∼ 2× 1016 cm. This is not surprising because, contrary
to the bow shock, the downstream region of the plane
shock is not confined by the pulsar wind ram pressure,
but it shows that applicability of plane shock models to
bow shocks is limited. Thus, to prove that the observed
FUV structure is indeed emission from a shocked ISM
matter, the observational data should be compared to a
realistic radiative bow shock model.
In some of our observations we detected an extended
“blob” of 3′′ (460 AU at d = 157 pc) size at the bow
shock limb (Section 3.1). The lack of the blob in the
wide-band optical/NUV images implies a spectrum that
would be very unusual for a galaxy of any kind. The po-
sitional coincidence with the bow shock limb and the
fact that the blob is also marginally detected in the
ACS/WFC image from 2013 suggest that the blob is
likely associated with the bow shock (e.g., caused by an
ISM inhomogeneity or an instability in the FS region).
According to PWN models for supersonically moving
pulsars (e.g., Bucciantini et al. 2005), the emission from
the shocked ISM behind the FS should be accompanied
by synchrotron emission from the shocked pulsar wind
confined between the bullet-like termination shock (TS)
surface and the CD surface. The synchrotron PWN
is expected to have a cometary shape, with a “head”
in front of the moving pulsar and a “tail” behind the
pulsar. Such head-tail PWN morphologies have been
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observed in X-rays from a number of ordinary and re-
cycled pulsars (see Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2008 for ex-
amples). Our analysis of archival X-ray observations
of J0437 has shown an extended emission up to a dis-
tance of about 5′′ ahead of the pulsar (a factor of ∼1.5
smaller than the rcd estimate) but no tail behind. We
presume that the detected emission represents a brighter
part of the PWN head12, possibly enhanced due to com-
pression of the magnetic field, while the fainter emission
from the rest of the PWN could be detected in deeper
high-resolution X-ray observations. We should note that
such a small head would not be resolved if J0437 were
not so nearby. Among other nearby pulsars, Geminga
(d ∼ 250 pc) and PSR B1055–52 (d ∼ 350 pc) show
hints of X-ray emission up to a few arcseconds ahead
of the pulsar (Pavlov et al. 2010; Posselt et al. 2015).
However, Geminga also shows three tails whose origin is
unclear, while B1055–52 is likely moving away from us
close to the line of sight, which leads to a different shape
of the X-ray PWN image.
The X-ray luminosity of the detected extended emis-
sion, L0.5−8 keV ≈ 3 × 1028 erg s−1, corresponds to the
X-ray efficiency η0.5−8 keV = L0.5−8 keV/E˙ = 0.6× 10−5.
Such an efficiency is consistent with those of PWNe of
supersonically moving pulsars (Kargaltsev et al. 2008),
which supports our interpretation of the extended X-ray
emission.
Although the interpretation of the observed FUV
emission as due to a collisionless shock in a partially
ionized ISM is consistent with the data available, we
cannot provide a direct proof of this interpretation un-
til the emission spectrum (including spectral lines) is
measured and compared with bow shock model predic-
tions. Therefore, there still remains a possibility that
the FUV emission might be due to synchrotron radia-
tion of relativistic electrons leaked from the X-ray PWN
region and trapped at the forward bow shock13. To es-
cape from the X-ray PWN and reach the bow shock,
the electron should have a sufficiently large gyroradius,
rg = 3.3× 1015(Ee/10 TeV)(10µG/B) cm for the X-ray
emitting electrons, at (and beyond) the PWN’s outer
boundary (cf. Bandiera 2008). A fraction of the escaped
electrons can be “trapped” in the bow shock vicinity via
multiple scattering on quasi-resonant magnetic fluctua-
tions created by the current-driven instability (see, e.g.,
Bell 2004; Bykov & Treumann 2011; Marcovith et al.
2016). Protons with energies of up to ∼ 0.1–1 TeV,
required for developing of this instability, could be ac-
celerated at the moving bow shock. This scenario may
result in a specific spectrum of the high energy elec-
trons trapped in the bow shock vicinity and producing
the FUV synchrotron emission. Not only their energies
should be above some minimal energy to escape from the
X-ray PWN and reach the bow shock, but they should
also be limited at the high energy end by the confine-
ment condition at the bow shock. If this maximal energy
is close to that of FUV-emitting electrons, it could ex-
plain the lack of X-ray emission at the bow shock. A
sharp drop in the FUV surface brightness toward the X-
ray PWN, such as the one seen in our SBC images, could
be due to a relatively low magnetic field in that region.
Of course, this qualitative scenario remains hypothetical
until it is supported by quantitative models.
To definitively determine the nature of the discov-
ered FUV bow shock of PSR J0437−4715, its spatially
resolved spectrum should be measured with a higher
spectral resolution, in FUV as well as in NUV/optical
wavelength ranges. We expect to see FUV shocks from
other nearby pulsars, including those for which no Hα
bow shocks were detected. Observations of such FUV
shocks, currently possible only with the HST, would be
very useful for studying the ISM properties, the interac-
tion of pulsar winds with the ambient medium, and the
mechanisms of particle acceleration.
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